INTERESTED IN SPEAKING AT THE 29TH WORLD CONVENTION OF NA?

WCNA-29, in Atlanta, Georgia (USA), 4-7 July 2002, is looking for potential speakers! So that all who care to may have the opportunity to be considered for speaking at the world convention—the World Board is no longer requiring the submission of a tape. The goal is to make the world convention more inclusive of our worldwide membership.

If you are interested in speaking (or would like to recommend someone to speak at the next world convention), simply complete the form below and send it back to the WSO. We must receive speaker recommendations by 31 December 2001. Speakers must have the required clean time for consideration.

Please do not send speaker tapes with the form below—the World Board will contact you if we need additional information.

Clean Time Requirements
Ten years clean for main meetings
Five years clean for workshops

If you would like to be considered as a speaker, or you would like to suggest someone, please provide the speaker's information below:

Name of person to be considered: ___________________________________________________________

Street Address ____________________________________________________ Apt# __________________

City _____________________________________________________________ State/Province _________

Country _________________________________________________________ Postal Code _____________

Daytime Telephone (       ) __________________ Evening Telephone (       ) ___________________

Clean Date _______ / ______ / ______ (Ten years/main meetings and five years/workshops required.)

I am currently planning to attend WCNA-29. Circle one: Yes / No / Not Sure

Please fax completed application to (818) 700-0700.

Mail to: NA World Services
Attn: WCNA-29 Speakers
PO Box 9999
Van Nuys, CA 91409

If you have any additional questions, call (818) 773-9999 ext. 205 or email to events@na.org.